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The possibilities for thermography in industrial facilities 
seem endless. In the hands of a skilled thermographer, ther-
mal or infrared (IR) imaging cameras can detect temperature 
anomalies in just about any electrical, mechanical, or refrac-
tory application before they become costly problems.

Growing awareness of the value of this nondestructive 
testing technique is sparking interest from the executive 
suite to the plant f loor and prompting action from indus-
try regulators and standards bodies. At the same time, a 
tidal wave of new technology innovations, feature-rich 
offerings, vendor options, and sharply declining price 
points are helping to spur funding for new and expanding 
thermography programs.

Robin � on, a sales/service engineer at Albany Interna-
tional (www.albint.com), a global advanced textiles and 
materials processing company in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 
and Adam Harsha, a reliability engineer at the ArcelorMit-
tal (www.arcelormittal.com) plant in Riverdale, Illinois, are 
advocates and active practitioners of thermography.

How is thermography used in the real world? “We have 
three thermographers who are level II certi� ed, and about 

10 who are Level I certi� ed across the United States,” says 
� on. “� ermography is not our full-time job, however; 
we are sales/service engineers. We have a few short-wave 
cameras, but use the long-wave more. We use the camera 
mostly for paper web cross-direction pro� le images. We also 
use the camera to check liquid ring vacuum pumps to make 
sure the water is making a seal, and we combine that with an 
ultrasound probe for pipe line blockage and bearings.”

In its Riverdale facility, ArcelorMittal uses thermography 
as a means to troubleshoot some new and existing issues and 
better determine what may or may not be causing them, says 
Harsha. “In particular, we have been using thermography 
to help identify when we do not have a normalized apparent 
temperature across cooling hood structures.”

� e bene� ts of thermography are numerous. “Tracing 
down a pro� le issue can help us to � nd and � x the issue 
to make a more consistent moisture on the paper web, 
because wet streaks on the paper will cause coating and 
printing problems on the end product,” says � on. “Check-
ing the vacuum pumps to identify issues can help to make 
the pumps more e�  cient, because a bad seal ring will cause 
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less vacuum to be applied, and more energy will need to be 
used in the dryer section. Using ultrasound and infrared 
for bearings will help to identify a problem in the bearing 
before it fails, which will save unscheduled downtime and 
premature bearing failure.”

� e ArcelorMittal team has been able to identify manu-
facturing defects in some of the installed components, says 
Harsha. “We have been able to present this data to the man-
ufacturers so they can correct their processes and deliver the 
best product possible,” he explains.

“I’d recommend looking at each of the cameras available 
and choosing the best for your application,” suggests � on. 
“Bearings and steam traps can use a less expensive camera. 
For pro� le issues like ours, you would need a more expen-
sive camera for better resolution. I would de� nitely recom-
mend investing in training through the Infrared Training 
Center (www.infraredtraining.com). One or two people 
should be involved in developing and maintaining the pro-
gram, as more experience will give better results.”

Harsha recommends starting with a consistently top-
performing piece of machinery. “That way, it will make 

it extremely easy to see variances in apparent tempera-
tures,” he explains. “If the pilot machine is inconsistent, 
it will not allow new thermographers to learn when and 
what to diagnose. Also, be sure to make thermographers 
available for both a predictive program and some trouble-
shooting, as this will give them more exposure and help 
to promote the technology across departments. Just be 
cautious of only using it for troubleshooting; it can do so 
much more in a predictive role than in a reactive one.”

INDISPUTABLE BENEFITS
Companies such as Albany International and ArcelorMit-
tal would not be investing in thermography if there were 
not clear benefits to be had. “Infrared thermography is a 
highly reliable technology that is rightfully considered as 
one of best predictive maintenance tools available,” says 
Gary Lux, an Infraspection Institute (www.infraspec-
tion.com) staff instructor and certified Level III infrared 
thermographer, as well as a partner at Cold Mountain 
Infrared (www.coldmountaininfrared.com).
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More than a troubleshooting technology, infrared 
thermography can be used to see problems 
before they occur and avoid costly failures
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Thermography allows maintenance 
teams to spot potential problems 
before a component failure causes an 
unscheduled production shutdown. 
“The teams can see which components 
are having problems, assess the prob-
lems, order parts, and plan to repair 
or replace those components dur-
ing regularly scheduled shutdowns, 
instead of performing emergency 
repairs at odd hours or in the middle 
of production runs,” explains Brad 
Gilbertson, owner and principal 
thermographer/consultant at Sandhills 
Thermal Imaging (www.sandhillsther-
malimaging.com). Gilbertson also is 
an Infraspection Institute certified 
Level III infrared thermographer.

Thermal imaging cameras allow you 
to inspect, troubleshoot, and diagnose 
problems without interrupting pro-
cesses and operations (Figure 1). “This 
real-time ability translates into improved 
preventive and predictive maintenance 
and reduces the risk of expensive or 
catastrophic equipment and system 
failures,” adds Karen Kwong, product de-
velopment engineer at General Tools & 
Instruments (www.generaltools.com). “A 
thermal imaging camera can pay for it-
self quickly, even at first use if it prevents 
unplanned downtime or a shutdown.”

The safety advantages are great, as 
well. It’s generally unsafe to inspect 
assets while they’re running at full load 
or mounted in a hard-to-reach location 
(Figure 2). Thermal imaging allows the 
inspection to occur from a safe dis-
tance. “There are huge payoffs for speed 
and better safety, since thermal imagers 
can immediately let you see heat issues 
that signal potential impending failures 
and hazards,” says Andy Teich, CEO at 
Flir Systems (www.flir.com).

Condition monitoring enabler 
Thermography complements other 
condition monitoring practices. In 
many cases, thermography will detect 
an anomaly before other condition 
monitoring techniques. “One of the 
great things about thermography is that 
it allows you to visualize the anomaly 
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operating room
Figure 1. thermal imaging cameras allow you to inspect, troubleshoot, and diagnose 
problems without interrupting processes and operations.

motor inspeCtion
Figure 2. It is generally unsafe to inspect assets while they are running at full load or 
mounted in a hard-to-reach location.
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and compare it to similar components in the same vicinity,” 
explains Sandhills’ Gilbertson. “The qualitative nature of ba-
sic thermography can often provide a better understanding of 
a situation than can be achieved using other methods, which 
at their basic level tend to be more quantitative.”

Infrared systems provide an effective solution for the condi-
tion monitoring of important equipment, as well as for the 
detection of potential fire hazards before they become critical, 
says Carsten Schermer, project manager for thermographic 
monitoring at Automation Technology (www.automation 
technology.de). “That’s because infrared cameras measure 
thermal radiation, or temperature, and so they perceive cir-
cumstances that visible-light cameras cannot see,” he says.

“It’s not hard to find a burned-out electrical circuit once you 
let the smoke out of a panel, but you will need more than your 
eyeballs to find a problem that may come and go in varying 
operating environments, or a bearing that is just beginning to 
overheat due to excessive friction,” says Cold Mountain’s Lux. 
“That’s where infrared thermography really shines.”

Thermal images are highly effective communication tools for 
explaining maintenance or building issues and then, after correc-
tive actions are taken, validating that the actions were effective. 
“Formerly, inspections were conducted using direct-contact 
methods, and the results, if recorded at all, would be written 

down in a notebook,” says Jeff Abramson, director of engineer-
ing at Fluke Thermal Imaging (www.fluke.com). “With thermal 
imagers that now port the data to laptops and cell phones, the 
operator can immediately compare the new image to the baseline 
or previous image and look for any changes in the heat signature 
that indicate performance issues. The operator can automatically 
tag, save, and sort the images and insert them into reports.”

Adoption drivers
Economic, insurance, and regulatory drivers, increasing 
adherence to industry standards, product innovations, and 
rapidly falling thermal imager prices are among the forces 
accelerating adoption in the industrial space.

“A continued focus on productivity, the bottom line, and 
perpetually smaller staffs has increased the value of proactive 
maintenance, such as thermal imaging, since it makes better 
use of labor and materials,” explains Fluke’s Abramson. “In-
terest in reducing energy consumption has endured because 
of the scope of savings and ROI possible. Thermal inspections 
identify overheating equipment, which is a key indicator of 
inefficient operations and excessive energy consumption, and 
they reveal anomalies in the building envelope such as air 
leaks, roof damage, HVAC inefficiencies, and other high-en-
ergy-cost issues. Additionally, insurance and industry-specific 
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regulations o� en require infrared inspections, either related 
to a speci� c event or on a regular basis.”

NFPA 70E, which recommends infrared inspections, is being 
adopted across the board, says Martin Robinson, CEO at IRISS 
(www.iriss.com). “We’ve seen massive drops in the amount 
of accidents where people are involved,” he explains. “A big 
portion of ISO 55000, the new asset management standard, is 
how we maintain our equipment, including the risks involved 
in opening the equipment. Reliability-centered maintenance is 
another big driver in how equipment is inspected.”

Several IEEE standards reference safer-by-design require-
ments. “Manufacturers are being told to design in safety at 
the front end to protect thermographers and electricians; 
OEMs are beginning to include IR windows in their standard 
designs,” adds Robinson.

“� e launch of ATEX-certi� ed protection enclosures en-
ables the installation of infrared cameras in explosion-hazard 
environments, and demand is increasing in that area, as well,” 
says Automation Technology’s Schermer.

Perhaps the greatest in� uence on adoption, however, has 
been the newer technology options and lower prices. “� e 
� rst camera I bought was probably $65,000, and it’s prob-
ably not as good as something I could buy for $1,500 now,” 
remarks IRISS’s Robinson.

TECHNOLOGY TRENDS 
“Since about 2012, there has been a signi� cant increase in 
IR imaging product manufacturers who are � ooding the 
market with new imagers, so much so that smartphones 
now have IR imaging on them,” says Bill Ruiz, a certi-
� ed analyst in IR, oil, and vibration at Azima DLI (www.
azimadli.com). “Most of the new products are smaller, 
lightweight, and a� ordable handheld imagers. While they 
obtain acceptable picture quality, they lack other features 
such as � eld analysis tools, memory card storage, and built-
in photo capabilities, to name a few. Nonetheless, product 
saturation is causing dramatic decreases in IR thermal 
imager prices and dramatic increases in sales.”

� ermal imagers o� en are designed for a speci� c user 
environment. “� ere are low-cost, small, rugged models for 
facilities maintenance; medium-resolution models for reliabil-
ity maintenance professionals; and high-resolution models 
for utilities, R&D, and specialized industrial applications,” 
remarks Fluke’s Abramson. “� e reason this matters is that 
the end user gets the capabilities needed without overpay-
ing, and the most frequently used features can be kept highly 
intuitive and accessible.”

Modern features have functional bene� ts. “Higher resolu-
tion allows better remote and long-distance diagnostic and 
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monitoring work. Camera hardware and housing that is more 
rugged means the equipment will last longer. Picture-in-
picture — that is, thermal and visual image fusion — gives 
users a more complete diagnostic picture by allowing them to 
see not only temperature di� erentials, but to see them in the 
context of the equipment, system, or building structure being 
examined,” says General Tools’ Kwong.

“While features can vary widely between thermal imag-
ers, image quality is of paramount importance,” suggests 
Cold Mountain’s Lux. “Having a reliable imager that pro-
vides clear imagery will cover most applications.”

Continuing advancements in camera so� ware will improve 
analysis and documentation. “� e ability to wirelessly trans-
mit visual thermal images, or thermograms, and related data 
generated by an IR camera will simplify the data-gathering 
process and allow for real-time analysis and training from 
remote locations, perhaps even across the world,” says Kwong.

Electrical maintenance safety devices (EMSDs) such as IR 
windows allow you to look inside the switchgear for faults 
without opening the cabinet, while it’s fully energized (Figure 
3). “It is not only much safer, but it reduces the manpower 
requirements for opening windows by up to 90% because it 
eliminates the need to put on personal protective equipment 
and remove panels,” explains IRISS’s Robinson.
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WINDOW TO THE WIRED
Figure 3. Complementary technologies such as IR windows allow 
individuals to look inside the switchgear for faults without opening 
the cabinet, while it’s fully energized.
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TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS
“� e No. 1 thing most facilities overlook is training,” says 
Sandhills’ Gilbertson. “Most of the time, just the price of the 
imager is considered, but that’s not the proper foundation for a 
successful program. � ermography is not point-and-shoot tech-
nology. Training is the key to taking usable images and properly 
interpreting the images. Whether an industrial facility hires an 
outside thermographer or establishes an in-house thermography 
team, proper certi� cation and training is essential to success.”

A thermographer should be considered a highly skilled 
technician, believes Cold Mountain’s Lux. “Proper training in 
both qualitative and quantitative thermography is necessary 
if the technician is expected to produce reports with accurate 
temperature readings; train to the level of competence required 
to complete the task at hand,” he says.

“Full Level I ASNT training may not be required for all 
sta� , but every operator should have at least a basic un-
derstanding of thermal dynamics and the capabilities of 
infrared cameras,” recommends Fluke’s Abramson. “It’s 
important for the operators to know what a real temperature 
value is and what a false alarm is. In addition, it’s bene� cial 
to have one or two people who are more highly trained and 
can be called in with a higher-grade camera when an issue 
arises or when closer inspection is needed.”

PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS
Before developing or expanding a thermography program, 
Automation Technology’s Schermer suggests that you ask: 
1.  How can the monitoring of temperatures contribute to the 

safety of your plant?
2.  Which plant components must be monitored?
3.  What kind of infrared camera meets the requirements of 

your application? Do you want to inspect gases, � uids, or 
solids? Which wavelength is decisive for the assessment of 
your plant conditions?

4.  What kind of environmental disturbances might a� ect 
the recording of the infrared cameras?

5.  What other factors may complicate the installation of a ther-
mographic monitoring system — for example, installations 
in explosion-hazard areas?
“� e key to a successful, long-term thermography program 

begins with upper management’s commitment to budgeting 
and funding the program,” says Azima DLI’s Ruiz. “Second 
is accountability. Use an automated system that generates 
work tasks in order to ensure that the responsible department 
performs and reports the inspections. Also, be aware that put-
ting a� ordable imagers in the hands of inadequately trained 
personnel can cause problems to be missed, inaccurate tem-
perature measurements, or incorrect analysis.”
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Identify the people who will be using your IR equipment 
and how it will be used, recommends IRISS’s Robinson. “Is 
it for power lines? Buildings? Motors and pumps?” he asks. 
“Look at the criticality of your equipment and tune your 
investment to that. Anything that can shut you down, you’ll 
want full access to at any time.”

� e most important equipment is that which would cause 
the most damage to plant operations, at the highest cost, if it 
failed, adds Fluke’s Abramson.

Next, determine the schedule frequency based on the asset’s 
importance and probability of failure, and then create inspection 
routes. “Review and modify your routes as needed to simplify 
the inspection process,” suggests Ruiz. “Report the results in 
formal documentation with quantitative images to ensure more 
complete work orders and more e� ective corrective actions.”

HARDWARE RECOMMENDATIONS
Understanding the scope of work will dictate the camera 
speci� cations and features you need (Figure 4). “If you need 
a single system to cover all of the equipment in your facil-
ity, make sure it can handle all of the temperature extremes, 
target sizes, and distances that you will realistically come up 
against,” suggests Flir’s Teich. “Less expensive cameras will be 
more limited in the temperature range they can measure and 
distances from the components they will inspect, but they 
can be broadly deployed so you catch more problems from 
greater frequency. For some plants, it may be best to have both 
a powerful system for an expert user and inexpensive cameras 
for each technician, mechanic, and electrician.”

Align the equipment model to how it will be used. “Hand-
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SCOPE IT OUT
Figure 4. Understanding the scope of work will dictate the camera 
specifi cations and features you need.
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held, in-house imagers can be used as veri� cation, short-term 
monitoring, or spot-check tools,” says Azima DLI’s Ruiz. 
“� ey are increasingly replacing laser-pointer temperature 
guns, the bene� t being that you can see where to measure.”

Consider incorporating complementary systems such as 
ultrasound, vibration, or online temperature monitoring. 
“Take a close look at the support a manufacturer is willing 
and capable of providing before you purchase any equipment,” 
recommends Cold Mountain’s Lux. “� ere are signi� cant dif-
ferences in warranty options, availability of technical support, 
and repair turnaround times between camera manufacturers.”

Manufacturers are trying to di� erentiate themselves from 
the competition. “We’ll see more sophisticated so� ware de-
velopment, training, and services,” predicts General Tools’ 
Kwong. “� e products should, therefore, become more ac-
cessible and more a� ordable for the industrial consumer.”

CONCLUSION
Lower prices, coupled with ease of use, have made thermal 
imaging a must-have capability for nearly every electrical and 
mechanical technician (Figure 5).

“Fundamentally, the ability to locate, measure, and docu-
ment problems in a fast, non-contact manner with thermal 
imaging will forever change the way these professionals 
perform their work,” says Flir’s Teich.

If you still have more questions, then help is at hand. 
“Contact a company that is specialized in thermographic 
applications if you are unsure about some aspects or need 
solutions for application-speci� c hindrances,” advises Auto-
mation Technology’s Schermer. 

TECHNICIAN TECHNIQUE
Figure 5. The ability to locate, measure, and document problems 
in a fast, noncontact manner with thermal imaging has changed 
the way maintenance professionals perform their work.
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